Large-scale contact problems with impacts and Coulomb friction arise in the simulation of rigid body dynamics treated within the non-smooth contact dynamics approach using setvalued force and impact laws. In this paper the parallelization of two popular numerical methods for solving such contact problems on the GPU, being the projected over-relaxed Jacobi (JOR Prox) 
INTRODUCTION
This work focuses on the parallelization of computational expensive algorithms used to accurately solve large-scale contact problems in rigid body dynamics. Multi-contact problems arise for example in the simulation of granular media. In this work, granular media are modeled with a non-smooth dynamics approach using set-valued force laws, such as the unilateral constraint and spatial Coulomb friction together with a Newtontype impact law. The numerical simulation of rigid bodies with contacts and impacts involves two separate steps during one integration time step. First, all geometric collisions between bodies need to be found and a feasible set of contact points needs to be extracted. Second, the contact solver solves the contact problem * Address all correspondence to this author.
by determining the contact forces of all contacts in the feasible set using an iterative solution technique. The performance of a sequentially implemented non-smooth contact solver for larger rigid body simulations quickly deteriorates for a growing number of bodies. The major bottleneck in the simulation of granular media is to solve the contact problem. A lot of effort has been made to alleviate this problem by parallelizing the numerics as much as possible. Parallel execution of numerical algorithms can be done in a number of ways. Graphics processing units (GPU) have become famous for their high parallel arithmetic throughput. Parallel applications on the GPU often benefit from orders of magnitude of performance improvement. In [1] for example, large multi-body systems consisting of unilateral frictional contacts and bilateral constraints are solved efficiently with the help of the GPU. In their work, all steps of the time-stepping scheme of Moreau in [2] is ported to the GPU. This includes the velocity and position updates, the collision detection and the JOR Prox iteration scheme as part of the contact solver, where a complete inelastic impact law is acquiesced. In contrast to our method which iterates over the local contact forces, their iteration scheme operates on the generalized velocities which has the advantage of avoiding the calculation of the Delassus matrix which represents the contact graph during one time step.
In this paper, the parallelization of two popular numerical methods for solving dense contact problems on the GPU, being the projected over-relaxed Jacobi (JOR Prox) and the projected successive over-relaxation (SOR Prox, also called projected Gauss-Seidel iteration), is studied in detail and is based on the sound parallelization work in [3] . Our approach should be looked at as a supplement to [3] and with a different viewpoint to the great parallelization effort in [1] . A major focus of this paper, in contrast to [1] , lies in the numerical intricacies which arise when parallelizing the SOR Prox method which is not an embarrassingly parallel algorithm. In [1] , the JOR Prox iteration scheme is stated in the generalized velocities whereas in this paper, both the projected JOR and SOR method are formulated in the local contact forces and are compared to each other. Due to the intrinsically serial nature of the SOR Prox iteration scheme, data dependency is inherently involved and leads to more communication overhead. Nevertheless, the implemented SOR Prox algorithm, due to its faster convergence, is competitive to the JOR Prox iteration. Several performance tests for the parallel JOR and SOR Prox iteration are conducted and a speedup factor of up to 16, depending on the problem size, can be achieved compared to a sequential implementation. This paper is structured as follows: The first section gives an overview about non-smooth mechanics. Starting from the equation of motion together with the set-valued force laws, the governing iteration schemes to solve the contact problem are outlined. The next section then covers our contribution, i.e. the details of our GPU implementation, and discusses the relevant algorithmic difficulties in detail. The further section summarizes some of the most important results of our performance tests. At last, a conclusion and an outlook to future work is briefly given.
NON-SMOOTH DYNAMICS
To simulate non-smooth dynamical systems, a robust algorithm to solve the equation of motion together with the corresponding set-valued force laws and impacts is needed. In this section the background of Moreau's time-stepping algorithm in combination with a projective iteration is briefly outlined.
Equations of Motion
A mechanical system consisting of several rigid bodies can be described by its generalized coordinates q = [..., q ⊤ , where the vectors q k ∈ R 7 and u k ∈ R 6 denote the generalized coordinates, resp. velocities of body k. The rotational degrees of freedom are parametrized by a unit quaternion as in [4] (the unit constraint of the quaternion is enforced by a normalization in the discretized equation of motion mentioned later in this text). The equations of motion (cf. [5] ) can then be expressed as
kinematic relations:
The symmetric and positive definite mass matrix in Eqn. (1) ⊤ model the interactions between the rigid bodies which are described as a set of active contacts between all simulated bodies. A contact i between two interacting bodies is said to be active or closed if it is closed on displacement level. This yields the definition for the set I(q, t) as I(q, t) := {i | g Ni (q, t) = 0} where g Ni (q, t) is the signed gap distance function in normal direction of a contact i. The relative velocity γ i (q, t) of a closed contact i is a linear function in u and some additional non-linear term χ i (q, t) and is linked to the corresponding generalized force λ i by the set S i which encloses all set-valued force laws for contact i (explained later). In this work, two set-valued force laws are used for a contact i, i.e. the unilateral constraint (unilateral contact) and spatial Coulomb friction. The two force laws are briefly explained in the next two sections. More information about these constitutive laws can be found in [5, 6] 
Unilateral Contact
During the contact of two bodies, a normal force λ N acts on each body at the contact point. The associated force law for this contact can be expressed on velocity level as
If the gap between two bodies in normal direction g N is open (g N > 0) then the normal reaction force λ N is zero as the two bodies do not share any contact point. On the other hand, for the case that the normal gap is zero: if the normal relative velocity γ N is zero as well, the normal force λ N is non-negative. Conversely, if γ N > 0 then λ N is zero because the unilateral contact is opening. This behavior is reproduced by the normal cone inclusion in Eqn. (3) to the convex set R − 0 .
Spatial Coulomb Friction
Spatial Coulomb friction can be used to model a frictional contact between two bodies. The friction force
⊤ acts in the tangential plane between two bodies. In case of slipping, the direction of the friction force λ T points always in the opposite direction to the relative velocity
⊤ and its magnitude is proportional to the normal contact force λ N by the friction parameter µ. The normal cone in-clusion on velocity level is given as
where the convex set C T is the friction disc in R 2 with the closed unit ball denoted by B 2 := {x ∈ R 2 | ∥x∥ 2 ≤ 1}. The normal cone in Eqn. (4) models sticking behavior (relative tangential velocity γ T = 0) if the friction force λ T is in the interior of the set C T and slipping behavior (
For a contact i, the unilateral contact together with the spatial Coulomb friction can be assembled on velocity level in the set S i (cf. Eqn. (1)) as
with:
Newton-Type Impacts
To include impacts in the equations of motion in Eqn.
(1) which act as Dirac contributions at certain time instants, the setvalued force laws have to be complemented with an impact law. During the collision of two bodies and the successive separation afterwards, the relative velocity behaves discontinuous at the impact time. The generalized coordinates will be continuous since the relative velocities stay finite. The original Newton impact law relates the pre-impact relative velocity γ − k to the post-impact relative velocity γ
denotes the restitution coefficient. In this paper, a Newton-type impact law is used for each normal cone inclusion in Eqn. (5) . For more information about impacts, the reader is referred to [6, 7] . The associated Newton-type impact inclusion can be formulated as
The impulsive force Λ k is the Dirac contribution of the force λ k at the impact time. For ϵ k = 1 or ϵ k = 0, one obtains a complete elastic or inelastic impact. In this way, each normal cone inclusion in the set S i can be equipped with an impact inclusion similar to Eqn. (6) . Strictly speaking, the set D k is the integrated convex set C k over the impact time. However, for unilateral contacts with spatial Coulomb friction and Moreau's discretization scheme, the convex sets remain the same, in the sense that
Moreau's Discretization Scheme
The discretization of Moreau was firstly introduced in [2] and is a difference scheme to evaluate the equations of motion with all set-valued contact laws in Eqn. (1) together with both the impact and impact-free motion (cf. [4] ). Moreau's discretized inclusion over a time step ∆t = t E − t S yields
where the mid-and end-time positions are obtained as
The Moreau discretization scheme is an explicit time-stepper composed of a midpoint discretization on displacement level and an Euler backward method on velocity level. The matrices M, W i and the vectors h and χ i are all evaluated at the midpoint q M with u S . For numerical reasons, the contact set is now defined as
The only difference of the set R i in Eqn. (7) to the set S i in Eqn. (1) is that (γ, λ) is replaced by (ξ, Λ = λ∆t), i.e.
The contact percussion Λ in Eqn. (7) sums all impulsive forces in Eqn. (6) and non-impulsive forces in Eqn. (1) over one time step. The diagonal matrix of the restitution coefficients ϵ i in Eqn. (7) is defined as
. This set of discretized inclusions are the starting point for the derivation of the proximal point equations in the next section which then can be solved with the iteration schemes explained later in this paper.
Proximal Point Equation
It has been shown (cf. [8] ) that each normal cone inclusion to a convex set C can be transformed into a proximal point equation to the set C as
The superscript R denotes the norm defined as ||x|| R = √ x ⊤ Rx, where R is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The proximal function y = prox R C (x) projects its arguments x to the set C in a way that the norm ||y − x|| R attains the minimum.
By using the scaled Euclidean norm R = 1/rI, r ∈ R + to simplify the projections, all normal cone inclusions in Eqn. (8) can be rewritten as proximal point equations which then yields the following set of equations
where the following definitions are used with:
The equations (10, 11) can by obtained by gathering all vectors associated with a contact i and substituting all terms from Eqn. (7) into ξ i for each contact. The Delassus matrix G in Eqn. (10) is symmetric and in general positive semi-definite. The importance of the diagonal matrix R
−1 i
is discussed in the next section. Equation (10, 11) can again be rewritten in compact form as
The vector-valued function prox in Eqn. (13) collects the proximal functions for all closed contacts i. The nonlinear implicit proximal point equation (13) needs to be solved for the contact percussion Λ at every timestep in Moreau's time-stepping scheme. For granular media where lots of bodies and contacts are involved, most of the computation time is spent in solving this equation. The major interest of the next sections is the parallelization of two commonly used iteration schemes to efficiently solve the implicit equation (13) for large multi-body systems.
JOR and SOR Prox
The projected over-relaxed Jacobi (JOR Prox) and GaussSeidel Iteration (SOR Prox) in [8] are the two main iteration schemes treated in this paper. For a good instructional practice, a motivation of both methods is presented, which is mostly neglected elsewhere in literature. Both algorithms are closely related to the classical Jacobi and SOR schemes for the linear system of equations GΛ + c = 0 which can be written as
SOR:
where k denotes the iteration step, α is the relaxation parameter and the Delassus matrix G = L + D + U is spitted into a diagonal matrix D and a strictly lower and upper triangular matrix L and U, respectively. By choosing R −1 = αD −1 , it is possible to obtain a very similar iteration schemes for the proximal point equation in Eqn. (13) compared to Eqn. (14, 15). However, this choice introduces two different r parameters instead of one for the tangential directions of a contact i (see r Ti in Eqn. (13)). Therefore, the maximum of the two corresponding diagonal values for the tangential direction in D is chosen for each contact. This is now reflected in an adapted matrix D and our choice becomes R −1 = αD −1 . The JOR Prox scheme is then obtained as
where k denotes the iteration step with T = (I − αD −1 G)
The SOR Prox scheme on the other hand is obtained as
The matrixL = −αD −1 L is the strictly lower triangular matrix
is the upper triangular matrix of T.
Both schemes are based on the same iteration matrix T and vector d. ). This row-wise succession pattern leads to much faster convergence compared to the JOR Prox scheme. Despite the fact that both schemes are robust in their convergence behaviour, it is not trivial to show that they converge to the fix-point of equation Eqn. (13). A proof for convergence of the JOR Prox algorithm under the assumption that the convex sets C are not depending on the contact forces Λ and a detailed discussion for these two iteration schemes including the appropriate choice of α is given in [4, 9] .
For a complete picture, the iteration scheme operating on the end-time velocity u (superscript E neglected) as used in [1] is briefly outlined and can be obtained by inserting the definition of ξ i into Eqn. (11). This yields
with: 
GPU IMPLEMENTATION
The next sections show an excerpt of the work in [10] with the source code beeing freely available upon request. Our parallel implementation does not exploit the sparsity pattern of the matrix G. In this section, the focus lies on the subtleties of parallelizing the SOR Prox algorithm where a dense matrix G is used instead. As our kernels are all written in CUDA C, it is beneficial but not necessary for the reader to be familiar with NVIDIA's device architecture and its terminology. However, the explained parallel strategies can be applied on any parallel architecture. The work-flow of the JOR and SOR Prox iterations on the host (CPU) is presented in Alg. 1. Line 4 and 5 in Alg. 1 are parallelized on the GPU (denoted by ⇒). The vector t in line 1 in Alg. 1 will be explained later.
JOR Prox GPU Implementation
Because the JOR Prox in Eqn. (16) is an embarrassingly parallel problem, there is no data dependency involved and the parallel strategy is straight forward and will only be briefly outlined here (cf. [10] ). The JOR Prox GPU implementation includes a parallel matrix-vector multiplication kernel matrixVecMultGPU and a successive projection kernel proxGPU which both include lots of GPU programming pradigms such as coalesced memory access, broadcasting and register blocking with loop unrolling. The matrix vector multiplication kernel has been re-engineered from the CUBLAS 1.0 library call cublas<S,D>gemv to fit our needs. The projection kernel proxGPU which computes y = prox(x) is designed such that each thread computes the projections onto the convex sets in S i for one contact. The block of threads is then shifted along x till all values of x are projected.
SOR Prox GPU Implementation
As can be seen by the symbolic representation in Eqn. (19), the SOR algorithm uses successively new computed values in Λ k+1 on the right hand side. One way to solve this equation 
F SOR: Initialize vector t. 
if abort = true then 8:
end if 10: end for is to compute row by row, and always reuse the old values (see Fig. 1a ). This procedure is used in this paper as a sequential reference implementation on a single CPU. Recovering a certain amount of parallelism from this structure is a real burden and as one can already guess, the possibilities are quite limited. Implementing a straight forward row-by-row GPU version similar to the sequential version mentioned above introduces almost no parallelism. For the SOR Prox method as shown in Eqn. (19), there is no possibility to circumvent the dependency of the new values Λ k+1 inside the prox function. This is the reason why the SOR Prox is much more difficult to parallelize compared to the JOR Prox scheme. Nevertheless, a sophisticated parallel method is discussed in this section to achieve the greatest speed up possible for this algorithm. Our parallel SOR implementation is based on the work in [3] and is explained in detail in the following.
The work in [3] describes among the row-and column-based methods also a block-based strategy. The block-based method in Fig. 1b consists of two kernel calls denoted by A and B, which are shifted over the matrix T to compute one global SOR iteration. In Fig. 1b , both kernels are launched four times on a different part of the matrix T in the sequence {1A, 1B, 2A, ...,4B}.
In this work, two methods of a block-based approach have been implemented, a full dependency SOR Prox (Full SOR Prox) and a SOR Prox with relaxed dependencies (Relaxed SOR Prox). In the following, these two methods, which parallelize line 5 in Alg. 1, are briefly summarized and explained in a further step.
Full SOR Prox: This iteration method is a correct parallel implementation of Eqn. (18). One iteration needs several calls of a tuple of two kernels, sorProxStepA and sorProxStepB (see Fig. 1b Relaxed SOR Prox: This method works the same as the Full SOR Prox, except that kernel A (sorProxRelStepA) does not account for its dependencies, thus its only a pure projection kernel for the function prox(·). Algorithmically, the propagation of new values in kernel B (sorProxRelStepB) stays the same but operates now on a larger part of T (cf. Fig. 3 ). This corresponds to a relaxed succession pattern where d rows of Eqn. (18) are updated at the same time and the d new values are then used for the next d successive rows. Therefore, this is a mixture between the described JOR Prox and Full SOR Prox scheme.
To split up the work-flow of one SOR Prox iteration into two kernel calls A and B is desirable and has two main reasons:
1. Some sort of synchronization is needed to enforce all dependencies. Launching only one thread block, which is scheduled on one GPU multiprocessor, has the advantage to use more direct synchronization methods between the threads. Thread synchronization between several thread blocks is inconvenient because the need for atomic counters is inherently given which may leed to bad performance. Therefore, all synchronizations are moved into one kernel call A consisting of only one thread block. The size of this thread block is determined experimentally. 2. Because of the argument above, the second kernel B can therefore be used to propagate the new values and does not need any synchronization between threads. Kernel B computes a matrixvector multiplication, which can be efficiently adapted from the kernel matrixVecMultGPU mentioned above.
The next two sections explain the Full SOR Prox and the Relaxed SOR Prox in complete detail.
Method Details: Full SOR Prox Both kernels A and B are explained with the example visualized in Fig. 2 . The matrix T ∈ R n×n , where n = nContacts · ContactDim, is split up in block diagonal matrices on which only kernel A operates (Block A). For each contact, a set S i as in Eqn. (5) is assumed (ContactDim = 3). The square block for kernel A contains nContactsA contacts. Kernel B operates on the remaining ContactDim · (nContacts − nConctactsA) contacts (Block B). In Fig. 2(a) , the matrix T ∈ R 30×30 consists of 10 contacts (grey grid) and each kernel A contains 4 contacts (nContactsA = 4). In Fig. 2(a) , the kernels are launched in the sequence {A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 , A 3 , B 3 }. One global SOR Prox iteration is completed when kernel A and B have been fully shifted over T.
To get the kernels A and B working properly, an additional vector t is needed which has the same size as Λ k . This vector is used to continuously accumulate for each row the multiplication of new and old values with elements in T. In a sequential SOR algorithm (without any projection, see 
+d (l) . (23) The vector t stores exactly the values as shown in Eqn. (23) for each row l. The details of kernel A (sorProxStepA) and B (sorProxStepB) are outlined in the following two paragraphs.
Kernel Details: sorProxStepA The kernel grid for kernel A contains one thread block, which contains itself one thread for each row in block A. Several barrier synchronizations are used to maintain the dependencies (cf. CUDA function: _ _threadsynchronize()).
The kernel block in Fig. 2(a,b) for kernel A contains exactly 12 threads for each row in block A. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , each thread moves through the elements of one row in block A. If a thread is on an off-diagonal element l in T, the l-th element of vector t is accumulated. If a thread l moves onto a diagonal element in T, the new value Λ k+1 (l) is computed similar to Eqn. (23), but with an additional projection.
The work-flow of this kernel is demonstrated with an example in Fig. 2(b,c) . Assuming that each thread on each row is now at the start of the 4 th column of T, meaning that each thread has already passed nContactDim = 3 values (1 contact).
In step in Fig. 2(c) , the 4 th thread (i = 4) computes now the projected value in the normal direction as Λ k+1 (4) = −prox R − (−(t (4) +d (4) )), assuming that t (4) contains the values as in Eqn. (23). Afterwards, the 4 th thread needs to reset its value in t, i.e. t (4) = 0. Each thread on a diagonal element always resets their t values to zero, to start the accumulation again for the next iteration. It is important to note that, if the Full SOR Prox algorithm as in Eqn. (18) is started with a given initial Λ 0 ̸ = 0 (see line 1 in Alg. 1), the accumulation vector t needs to be initialized by a multiplication of Λ 0 with a special upper triangular block matrix U of T, i.e. t = UΛ 0 . The boundary of matrix U is shown as a white dotted line in Fig. 2(b) . All other 9 threads wait until the 4 th thread has finished computing the normal direction. In step , all threads update their t values. Thus, for all threads l = {1, 2, 3, ...12}: t (l) = t (l) + T (l,4) Λ k+1 (4) . In step , the 5 th thread (i + 1 = 5) now computes the projection onto the friction disk. For this, the next two values t (5) + d (5) , t (6) + d (6) as well as the already computed normal direction Λ (6) have been computed, t (5) and t (6) are reset to zero as before.
Step and are update steps on the columns 5 and 6. Thus Step for all threads l = {1, 2, 3, ...12}: (6) . After step , all threads continue their work with a new contact.
The algorithmic procedure of the explained example above is summarized in Alg. 2 which gives an overview of the implemented steps of kernel A. All numbers in brackets (▷[...]) refer to the source code listing in [10] . The single thread block for kernel A has a dimension equal to blockDimA. For performance reasons, blockDimA which is a multiple of nContactDim should be a multiple of the warp size as well. (see Fig. 2(a,b,c) ).
Kernel Details: sorProxStepB This kernel does not need any further explanations. It simply propagates new values cal- culated by kernel A. It multiplies block B (see Fig. 2 ) with all the new values in Λ k+1 to update the accumulation vector t correctly. It is an adapted version of the kernel matrixVecMult-GPU. Adapted in the sense that the kernel strides the diagonal block A to properly continue the multiplication.
Method Details: Relaxed SOR Prox
The relaxed version of the Full SOR Prox implementation is shown in Fig. 2 and shows the procedure of the two kernels sorProxRelStepA and sorProxRelStepB. The difference to the Full SOR Prox method is that all synchronizations in step A are omitted and therefore its propagation mechanism is outsourced to kernel sorProxRelStepB. This results in a dimension for block B which spans the whole vertical dimension in T. Kernel sorProxRelStepA reduces to a simple projection kernel similar to proxGPU with an additional reset to zero of the corresponding entries in the accumulation vector t. Figure 3 shows a kernel A which projects 4 contacts (blockDimA = 12) simultaneously. Kernel B will afterwards propagate these 12 new values with a matrix-vector multiplication.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This chapter discusses the performance tests obtained from the GPU implementations. Various quantities such as iteration times, FLOPS (floating point operations per second), memory bandwidth, speedup factor, etc. have been extracted from these tests. In this section only some key results will be given. For our tests, a NVIDIA GTX 580 graphics card has been used. More information about performance tests for other GPUs can be found in [10] . The maximum problem size for the GTX 580 with 1.5 GB of global memory lies at roughly 4300-4500 contacts for the (dense matrix, double precision) JOR and SOR Prox methods. To compare only the pure performance of one iteration of each variant, the matrix G and the vector c are initialized with random values. For only testing the speed of each method, it is not necessary to extract G from a real mechanical simulation. However, the matrix G is set with a diagonal dominant structure to make sure that each method converges to meaningful values. All performance tests can be run in either double precision (double) or single precision (float) and are compared to an efficient sequential CPU implementation which is algorithmically identical. The CPU implementation uses the matrix-vector library Eigen3 which performs explicit vectorization (SSE instructions). Figure 4 shows several performance tests of some of the most important kernel variants of our JOR and SOR Prox implementations. Figure 4a One of the important main results is that all JOR Prox and SOR Prox variants are memory bound or also called memory bandwidth limited. This means that the speed of a kernel is mainly limited by the effective memory bandwidth. The contrary would be a compute bound kernel which is limited by its effective compute bandwidth. In most common cases, GPU kernels are likely to be memory bound. In this case, all our optimization addressed the exploitation of a much higher memory throughput by improving for example coalesced access in global memory and minimizing bank conflicts in shared memory. The instruction throughput of a memory bound kernel is limited by how fast the data is retrieved from the global GPU memory. How to conclude that a kernel is memory or compute bound is in general not a simple task and can be worked out for example with a profiler.
The fastest JOR Prox variant 5 (matrixVecMultGPU and proxGPU, see ) achieves a speedup factor of up to 16 and is launched with 128 threads per thread block for both kernels. All matrices and vectors (T, d) are aligned in the GPU memory. The most time-consuming kernel matrixVecMultGPU is memory bound, which can be seen by the factor ≈ 2 between double precision and single precision of variant 5 in Fig. 4a ( and ) . Single precision floating point instructions are 8 times faster than double precision on NVIDIA's GPU GTX 580. A factor ≈ 8 would result for a purely compute bound kernel, therefore a factor 2 can only arise due to memory store/load transactions which are twice as fast for double precision. For the Fermi architecture, the ideal instruction per byte ratio is roughly 4.5. This means that a balanced kernel, neither compute nor memory bound, needs approximately 4.5 instructions per one global memory byte access. The matrixVectorMultGPU kernel achieves an effective memory bandwidth of ≈ 170 GB/s whereas the peak hardware memory bandwidth lies at 192 GB/s. Furthermore, the kernel has a measured instruction/byte ratio of 0.88. This implies that the matrix-vector multiplication has a very good memory throughput and is memory bound because 0.88 < 4.5. The performance of the GTX 580 (GF110) compared to the NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU (GF100) scales almost exactly with a factor 1.3 (measured with exact same clock frequency, see line , in Fig. 4a ). The GTX 580 has a 1.3× greater theoretical memory bandwidth (192 GB/s) compared to the Tesla C2050 (144 GB/s). It is therefore highly suspected that the factor 1.3 arises due to a memory bandwidth limitation because both hardware architectures are very similar (same shared memory and number of registers / thread block).
The average iteration time in Fig. 4a for the Full SOR Prox variant 1 () is twice as slow as the JOR Prox variant 5 (). This does not yet lead to the conclusion that a JOR Prox variant is much faster in a real mechanical simulation too. In general, the Full SOR Prox algorithm converges faster than the JOR Prox and might outperform the latter in a real mechanical benchmark. If it does, the Full SOR Prox needs to converge at least two times faster than the JOR Prox. It is worth noting that the iteration time of the Relaxed SOR Prox comes closer to the JOR Prox scheme when its succesion pattern gets closer to a pure JOR Prox scheme. The Relaxed SOR Prox variant 4 (see ) is presumed to be one of the most promising implementations because it provides almost the same speed as JOR Prox variant 5 and might be even better in its convergence behavior as it is a mixture between the JOR Prox and Full SOR Prox method. The trade-off barrier for all JOR variants lies around 200 contacts. This means that for larger contact problems, if more then 30 − 50 iterations are evaluated, the use of the GPU implementation pays off all de-/allocations and memory copies from the host (CPU) to the device (GPU) and vice versa (cf. Eqn. 6.1 in [10] ). For the Full SOR Prox variant 1, this barrier lies roughly at 400 contacts. Figure 4c shows the runtime composition of kernel A (colored) and kernel B (gray) of the Full SOR Prox variant 1. A performance decrease has been encountered for kernel A for increasing thread block dimensions, probably due to the synchronization overhead occuring on the corresponding GPU multiprocessor. Variant 1 with nContactDim · 32 contacts = 96 threads in one thread block provided the best results (cf. [10] ).
Step A is further split into several parts (colored). All the timings for step A are computed from the procedure of uncommenting parts in kernel A. No synchronization barriers have been uncommented in part A because this would yield a biased result as the algorithm does not respect the dependencies anymore. All parts in A sum up to the iteration time of kernel A shown in Fig. 4a. Step B is no influence on the total runtime of part A whereas the tangential projection already takes 10-20% of the time. This is due to transcendental functions like sqrt and rsqrt which are used to project on the friction disc. Over 25% of the time is spent in the propagation in step A. The time measurements also showed that 20% of the total time is spent for synchronization between the threads in step A. This was however quite independent of the number of contacts.
To get a deeper insight about how the implementations perform, different mechanical simulations are performed including one where 2000-3000 spheres run through a funnel. From the simulation, a range of contact problems are extracted to compare our implementations against each other. The goal of this simulation is to produce as many contacts as possible in a short time and over a large range. The reference has been simulated with a time step of ∆t = 0.001 seconds and with the Full SOR Prox method with a relaxation parameter of α = 1.0. The JOR Prox variant 5, the Full SOR Prox variant 1 and the Relaxed SOR Prox variant 5 (with 32 contacts collected together) are tested against each other over the sampled ≈ 40 contact problems. Each method iterates until the termination criterion with an absolute and relative tolerance of 10 −7 has been fulfilled. The speedup measurements compared to the JOR Prox variant 5 are shown in Fig. 5 . These results are of course highly dependent on the specific simulated mechanical problem. Nevertheless, as Fig. 5 and other experiments in [10] show, the Full SOR Prox variant 1 converges much faster (avg. speedup over contacts = 3.84) and is preferable in almost any case despite the fact that it is twice as slow. Unfortunately, the relaxation factor α = 0.35 of the JOR Prox and surprisingly also of the Relaxed SOR Prox variant 5 could not be increased due to divergence problems of the fixed-point iteration.
It is likely that a more efficient JOR implementation which iterates on velocity level (cf. Eqn. (20, 21) ) as the one implemented in [1] is faster. However, a comparable speedup factor of up to 16 has been reported for their implemented parallel JOR Prox iteration scheme.
CONCLUSION
Two iteration schemes, being the JOR and SOR Prox method, for solving the contact problem arising in multi-body simulations have been adapted from [3] and implemented on the GPU. The comparison of the performance study results in a speedup factor of up to 16 for both schemes compared to a sequential implementation. Performance tests with sampled contact problems of several mechanical simulations show that the SOR Prox algorithm, which respects all dependencies, converges faster and reaches a speedup factor of 2-4 despite that its parallel iteration time is twice as low compared to the JOR Prox scheme. Future work addresses the implementation of a sparse SOR Prox implementation and the comparison between the sparse velocitylevel JOR Prox iteration shown in [1] .
